
ACTIVITIES BY WOMEN EMPOWERMENT CELL  

(A.Y. 2021-22) 

1. Independence Day: 

On the occasion of 74th Independence Day, WEC organized a small gathering for 

everyone, Everyone watched Shershah movie which is of great inspiration and 

motivation for us. This event developed a strong feeling of patriotism, a great 

respect for our country India. 

 

 

2. Plant a tree with us [Rakshabandhan]: 

On the occasion of Rakshabandhan, WEC organized a drive of tying rakhi to trees. 

This represents a strong relationship between us and trees. Tying Rakhi means 

taking care of trees and enjoying what trees give us in back.  This drive spreads 

the awareness that we should not cut trees we should take care of them because 

they cherish us with a lot of things. 

 

3. Equality Day: 

1. Instagram Video: 

Celebrating Equality Day helps those women's who are feeling dominance in 

society. This drive spreads the awareness of Gender Equality, helps those 

women's who think that they are not confident enough to compete with men in 

society, or they have to depress their thoughts according to men. 

2. Session – Importance of Gender Equality [Adv. Vaishali Yadav]: 

Celebrating Equality Day helps those women's who are feeling dominance in 

society. This drive spreads the awareness of Gender Equality, helps those 

women's who think that they are not confident enough to compete with men in 

society , or they have to depress their thoughts according to men. This event 



received great and heavy amount of responses, in fact some women's even 

visited the speaker with their own problems and got them resolved. 

 

 

4. Healthy Mind Session:[Speaker – Charul Gupta, Dr. Snehal Kulkarni] : 

This event was organized for those who don't give priority to their health, 

according to them their first priority should be work. To spread the awareness 

that health should be considered first in any situation as having a happy and 

smiley face is the first impression of anybody this represents confidence of the 

person, and this is achieved only by Healthy Body. 

                   

 

5.  

a) Virtual coffee breaks!! 

b) Movie, song gussing competition. 

c) Meme maniac 

d) Open mic competition: 

This drive is for each and every one , this drive is to take a break from our daily life 

schedule and take a refreshment break ,taking refreshment provides a welcome 



break in the day and also means we make time for the social elements of work. 

Having the opportunity to share a coffee will go a long way to improving mood 

and has a unifying effect, better able to tackle issues that arise within a team. 

Doing funny things refreshes our body to the fullest.  Some activities for orphan 

women and children were also held , these events shared a idea of difficulties 

faced by them and how to help them , open mic competition gave them the 

opportunity to speak in front of everyone. Events in this drive helped each and 

every person in taking a refreshment break and new smart working and helpful 

mind. 

  

 

6. Empowering Orphans And Women :[Speaker – Dr. Girish Kulkarni] : 

In an event conducted by WEC, Dr. Girish Kulkarni shared his life experience and 

the work he did through his NGO (Snehalaya) for the empowerment of Orphans 

and Women. 

 

 

7. SanmanNavdurgancha : 

This event was organised to cherish the hardwork done by womens in their field , 

this event praised those 9 women's who have done great, doing great and have 

achieved thier goal in their life. 



        

 

8. Center of excellence Inauguration Ceremony: 

WEC inaugurated Centre of Excellence in VIIT , Centre of Excellence is basically a 

body that provides leadership, best practices, research, support, training of 

trainers and skill training for a specific sector/s. This drive will be helpful in 

initiating, organizing various events for us to achieve different positive 

characteristics. 

   

 

9. FY Induction (Scholarship Information) 

[LilapoonawalaScholarship ,Katalyst India Scholarship] : 

This event is specially for the fy girl's. In that we provided the information 

regarding scholarship of engineering student mainly lilapoonawala and Katalyst 

India. After session many of the girl apply for both scholarship. And many of the 

girl appear / selected for the scholarship.So that event helpful for the many of 

fresher's Girl. 

 

10. Poster Making Competition: 

This event was organized to help others in developing their thought process 

through paper and pen. This event was organized on the occasion of Republic 



Day, many participants participated and shared their thought, their art work. This 

drive was focused on those who are unable to express their thought process by 

speaking; this activity helped them through colorful way. 

 

11. Facing Interview & Creating Resume: [Speaker – Priya Narayanan]: 

This is one of the most important thing which we need while finding a job. This 

session helped those who were facing difficulties in building their resume. Various 

smart and intelligent ways were shared by the speaker for building resume. Both 

the gender was benefited by this event. 

 

 

12. Webinar against Domestic Abuse: 

This session is arranged with the collaboration with WICCI: anti domestic council 

Maharashtra State. There are four speakers for this webinar. And this creating 

social awareness and its very helpul for some of girls. 

 

13. Nirbhay Kanya Abhiyan: 

The main objective of this event was to develop a critical mind, self-confidence 

and a commitment to society. The lady students are given training in health, law, 

and social activities. They are also given training in self-employment and all 

possible other activities that enhance her social confidence. This event benefits 

women's in getting confident in their life in any field in any domain. This event 

also benefitted womens in teach self defence which helped in building their inner 

confidence. 



 

 

14. Tree Plantation: 

WEC team done with the tree plantation drive in our own campus on the behalf 

of women's day. There is thought behind that activity to protect and help plants 

in growing. 

 

15. WEC Skit in Reunion Fest: 

This skit was organized by WEC volunteers to spread the awareness that 

everybody has the right to work in whatever field they like , specially women's are 

affected with this kind of thinking, so this drive was helpful to them to rebuilt 

their confidence and fight for what they want. This skit was held at VIIT campus, 

so the female workers watching the skit were also benefitted with our event. 

 This is our skit:-  https://youtu.be/4r6brj-_2ZQ 

      

 

https://youtu.be/4r6brj-_2ZQ

